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LVS Refrigeration™ System
Optimising refrigeration systems

The power behind freezing and chilling

FREEZING

jbtc.com/foodtech
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JBT Frigoscandia LVS Refrigeration™ System

Frigoscandia
LVS Refrigeration™ System

Optimising refrigeration system, Now with optional LVS Quick Dry*
Engineered for low energy
consumption and optimum freezer
performance
Frigoscandia LVS (Low Volume System)
Refrigeration™ is up to 20% more efficient than
traditional pumped refrigerant systems, as it
provides a dry return from the compressor
eliminating the need for a refrigerant pump.
The dry return also means that a Frigoscandia
LVS system typically has pressure drops between
0.5 and 1°C, where traditional systems often
have pressure drops of 3 - 5°C.

Requires 15% less energy than
traditional systems
Due to the lower pressure drop LVS Refrigeration
can operate at lower temperatures than other
systems. The freezer usually reaches operating
temperature in only 20 – 30 minutes.
Low pressure drops at lower temperatures
generate additional savings.

Requires 50% less refrigerant
charge than traditional systems
The evaporators connected to LVS Refrigeration
can never be fully flooded with ammonia. There is
also a completely dry return to the compressor.
This means the refrigerant charge is minimum
50% less than in traditional refrigeration
systems.

Dry return eliminates liquid build-up
The dry return on the Frigoscandia LVS System
eliminates liquid build-up problems that often
cause temperature fluctuations and liquid
distribution problems in traditional ‘wet’ systems.

Flexibility in positioning and plant
layout
Because the pressure drop on the Frigoscandia
LVS System is equally low in horizontal and
vertical lines, there are more flexible options in
plant layout and positioning, for both location and
height.

Small footprint, easy installation
The dry return and the low amount of refrigerant
necessary also allows for a much smaller
footprint than traditional refrigeration systems, as
there are less components, and no need for
refrigeration pumps, a large pump separator or a
low pressure receiver. This means a more
compact refrigeration plant in a much smaller
engine room.

Environmentally-friendly
The high evaporator performance on the LVS
Refrigeration System provides the highest heat
transfer efficiency of all liquid feed systems, and
its dry vapour return gives the lowest losses.
Coupled with the minimised refrigerant charge,
the LVS System delivers environmental, as well as
economic benefits.

JBT Frigoscandia LVS Refrigeration™ System

Typical system characteristics
with LVS system

Freezer
Evaporator
-40°C

Typical system characteristics
without LVS system

Compressor
Suction
-40.5°C

Freezer
Evaporator
-35.5°C

Compressor
Suction
-40.5°C

Well-proven system with over 1,000 installations worldwide
Frigoscandia LVS Refrigeration™ System
(no-pump system with ‘dry’ return)

Traditional pumped refrigeration system
(pump system with ‘wet’ return)
••

Refrigeration system operated without direct control of freezer
requirements

••

LVS function fully integrated with freezer controls

••

Pressure drop rarely over 1°C

••

Free positioning (eg. on roof)

••

Pressure drop of 3 – 5°C

••

No refrigeration pumps required = no leaks

••

Limited positioning and slope requirements
for the wet return

or maintenance
••

••

All evaporators are fed the required amount

Refrigeration pumps required = more engine room space
required

of refrigerant
Freezer evaporator, –40°C

••

Refrigerant goes where it is not needed

••

Compressor suction, –40.5°C

••

Freezer evaporator, –35.5°C

••

No need for low pressure receiver due to dry return

••

Compressor suction, –40.5°C

Positive effect on Process Safety Management programmes

••

Need for low pressure receiver in plant room

••

Tough demands on safety

••

••

Want to have up to an hour of extra production?
••

LVS Quick Dry*

••

A unique option to the LVS-system

••

Dries your freezer effeciently and quick for smooth and
efficient freezer turn-around

••

Requires hotgas availability

LVS Quick Dry* - find out more how it works
					

*Patent Pending

LVS Quick Dry* - Reduce your drying time to half?
The purpose of LVS quick dry is to make the freezer turnaround as efficient as possible, from it’s turned off for defrost until the freezer is back
in production. The LVS concept includes many features such as saving energy, increased performance, reduced refrigerant charge and makes the
entire freezer turnaround process as efficient as possible.
The LVS Quick Dry is in line with the LVS concept, saving time and energy!

*Patent Pending

WE ARE YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR PROFITABLE PROCESSING SOLUTIONS

North America
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JBT Corporation
1622 First St.
Sandusky, OH 44870
USA
Phone: +1 419 626 0304
E-mail: process-solutions@jbtc.com

John Bean Technologies AB
Rusthållsgatan 21, Box 913
SE-251 09 Helsingborg
SWEDEN
Phone +46 42 490 4000
E-mail: info-europe@jbtc.com

Asia

Latin America

John Bean Technologies Ltd.
159/26 Serm-Mit Tower, Room no. 1602-3
Sukhumvit 21 Road, Klongtoey Nua Sub-district
Wattana District, Bangkok 10110, THAILAND
Phone: +66 2257 4000
E-mail: infoasia-jbtfoodtech@jbtc.com

John Bean Technologies
Máquinas e Equipamentos Industriais Ltda.
Av .Eng. Camilo Dinucci 4605
14808-900 Araraquara, São Paulo, BRAZIL
Phone: +55 16 3301 2000
E-mail: latinamerica.info@jbtc.com
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JBT is a leading provider of integrated food processing solutions. From single machines to complete processing lines, we enhance value
and capture quality, nutrition and taste in food products. With a local presence on six continents, JBT can quickly provide our customers
and partners in food processing industry with the know-how, service, and support needed to succeed in today’s competitive marketplace.

We're with you, right down the line.™
jbtc.com/foodtech

